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USE CASES FOR AUTOMATED VEHICLES
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INTRODUCTION TO AUTOMATED VEHICLE USE CASES

Automated vehicles are here.

Automated vehicles (AVs) are already being tested and could soon be deployed on public roads in Oregon. In November 2017, Waymo began a pilot project for a driverless taxi service in Phoenix, Arizona, and GM recently announced plans to deploy fleets of fully automated cars without steering wheels or pedals in 2019. The AV industry is rapidly transitioning from the testing phase to the deployment phase.

This guide is intended to prepare the Oregon government and other stakeholders for the deployment of automated vehicles. It provides an overview of how automated vehicles could be used, when they will be available to the public, how they could change our transportation system, and what policy questions they raise.

There are many applications for automated vehicle technology.

Self-driving cars and on-demand fleets frequently make headlines, but there are many kinds of automated vehicles in development. For example, in the next 10 years, automated tractors could become a common sight, as well as automated buses, trains, and trucks. This handbook discusses how automated vehicle technology could transform personal travel, public transit, freight, and even heavy equipment on farms or at construction sites. As policymakers craft laws and regulations for automated vehicles, it is important that they keep the full range of applications in mind.

Within a few years, Oregon could see the limited deployment of some early automated vehicles.

Included with the use cases are two early deployment opportunities for automated vehicles in Oregon. These vehicles, an automated low-speed passenger shuttle and an automated truck-mounted attenuator, are almost ready for deployment and could easily be part of pilot testing in Oregon in the next couple of years. Other applications may also be deployed within a few years.

The deployment of automated vehicles has wide-ranging policy implications.

This guide also reviews the potential impacts automated vehicles could have on a wide range of policy issues. Experts agree that over the next 50 years, automated vehicles could profoundly change where we live, where we shop, what kind of jobs we have, and what our cities look like. This guide focuses on the near-term impacts: changes we could see in the next five, 10, or 15 years. None of the impacts discussed in this guide are certain, but they are based on the most current information available and on predictions by experts in the field.

This guide also explores some of the questions policymakers may want to answer as they begin crafting laws and regulations for automated vehicles.

The lists of policy implications for each use case are not exhaustive. They are intended to help conceptualize the scope of issues raised by the deployment of automated vehicles.
TERMINOLOGY

AUTOMATED OR AUTONOMOUS?

What is the difference between an automated vehicle and an autonomous vehicle?

You will often see the two terms for AVs used interchangeably, but there are some nuances. Automated vehicles have some degree of automation, up to and including full autonomy. Even lane-assist technology and adaptive cruise control are included in the definitions of automation.

“Autonomous vehicles” generally refers to vehicles at the higher levels of automation, where they can function without a human driver. AVs will have impacts on our transportation system long before they reach full autonomy. Thus, the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) prefers the more inclusive term “automated vehicles.”

Another related term is “Automated Driving Systems.” The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) released new guidance on these technologies in September 2017. The term, and its acronym ADS, are used throughout the report.

The SAE Levels of Automation

The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has identified a spectrum of six levels of automation, from Level 0, in which there is no automation whatsoever, through Level 5, or full automation under all conditions. These levels describe who is monitoring the driving and to what degree: a human or the system.

At SAE Levels 3 and above, the system is responsible for monitoring the driving environment, at least under some circumstances. At lower levels of automation, the vehicle’s acceleration, braking, and steering may all be handled by the system, but the human driver remains responsible for monitoring the driving environment and taking over if the system cannot navigate the current situation or if conditions become unsafe.

At the beginning of each use case, you will find an icon in the upper right-hand corner. It indicates the SAE levels discussed in the use case:
USE CASE 1: VEHICLES WITH CONDITIONAL AUTOMATION

What is conditional automation?

Today, there are cars on the road that can control their speed and following distance on the freeway using adaptive cruise control technology. Some cars also have systems to help human drivers stay in their lanes or come to emergency stops, often called “lane keeping assist” technology. However, even with these systems in place, human drivers still need to pay complete attention to their surroundings at all times.

Vehicles with conditional automation will allow the human driver to take their eyes off the road, but only under certain conditions. One example is a vehicle that operates autonomously on freeways but requires a human driver to take control in busy city centers or in adverse weather conditions. A common example here in Oregon—for a commute from Portland to Salem, the human driver could merge onto Interstate-5, switch on the automated mode, and be hands-free until they approach their exit in Salem. However, the driver would need to be ready to take control at a moment’s notice if the vehicle encountered conditions where it could not drive itself, such as ice or heavy precipitation.

When will conditional automation be ready for deployment?

Some manufacturers claim this technology will be available on the market within the next two years. The earliest versions may only operate at low speeds; for example, Audi’s “Traffic Jam Assist” will allow drivers to give the vehicle control at speeds under 40 mph on a freeway. Other manufacturers, such as Waymo, Nissan, and Volvo, have tested technology that would allow the vehicle to drive itself on the freeway at regular speeds. Tesla’s Autopilot feature currently requires that the human driver monitor the surroundings, but the company has stated that many of its vehicles could be upgraded to this level or higher with a wireless software update.

However, switching between human and automated modes creates several challenges that manufacturers will need to address before this technology is ready for sale. How will the vehicle recognize that it has encountered conditions where it cannot safely drive itself? How will it alert the human driver to take over, especially if the driver is distracted or asleep? How long does it take a human driver who has not been paying attention to their surroundings to regain awareness and safely take control of the vehicle?
How could conditional automation change our transportation system?

Initially, partially automated vehicles will bring only incremental changes to our transportation system. Though these vehicles will sometimes operate autonomously, human drivers will still need to be alert at all times, ready to take control. Therefore, people will probably use them in much the same way we currently use conventional vehicles. Possible impacts could include:

- Saving lives and improving safety by reducing the number of crashes on freeways. Today, 94 percent of crashes are caused primarily by human error.
- Contributing to crashes by allowing human drivers to disengage, get distracted, or rely on the automated mode under conditions for which it was wasn’t designed.
- Encouraging people to travel or commute longer distances by reducing the stress of driving.

What are the policy implications of conditional automation?

Distracted driving laws may need to be adjusted.

- What activities will be acceptable while a vehicle is in automated mode? For example, should human drivers be allowed greater use of handheld electronic devices while their vehicles are in automated mode?
- How can we encourage human drivers to be prepared to take control even when the vehicle is in automated mode?

Insurance requirements and liability laws may need to be adjusted.

- How will fault be determined in incidents involving a vehicle in automated mode? Or a vehicle switching between modes?
- What is the liability of the manufacturer vs. the liability of the owner/operator?

Automated Vehicles in Rural Areas

News coverage of AVs often focuses on fleets of automated vehicles in city centers and suburbs, but the early benefits of automated vehicles may be most apparent in rural areas. Because the first automated vehicles will only be able to operate in automated mode on highways and mostly empty stretches of road, they have great potential to improve the experience and safety of driving in rural areas.
USE CASE 2: VEHICLES WITH FULL AUTOMATION

What is full automation?

Vehicles with full automation will be able to operate without human control from the beginning to the end of a trip, with equivalent or better performance than a human driver. These vehicles may not even have steering wheels or pedals. Passengers will not need to be ready to take over at a moment’s notice; instead, they will be able to spend their travel time as they wish—working, reading, watching TV, or relaxing. These vehicles could improve the safety of the transportation system and increase mobility for those who do not or cannot drive. However, they could also create new challenges as they increase demand for travel, require new infrastructure investments, or increase congestion by frequently driving unoccupied or longer distances than human drivers may tolerate.

When will full automation be ready for deployment?

Vehicle manufacturers and technology companies are aggressively investing in research and development, all vying to produce the first fully self-driving vehicle. Several companies assert that the first such vehicles could hit the road in the next three to five years, and GM recently announced it intends to deploy fully automated vehicles in 2019. The earliest versions of fully automated vehicles may only be designed to operate in certain areas; for example, they may be able to drive themselves in a metropolitan area for which they have detailed maps and navigation information, but either cannot drive or require a human driver to take control outside that area. Later models will be able to operate anywhere and under all conditions.
How could full automation change our transportation system?

These vehicles could increase mobility for:

- People who cannot or chose not to drive, including seniors, children, people with suspended licenses, and some people with disabilities.
- Everyone, by making travel more convenient and letting people use their commute time for other activities.

Possible changes to traffic and vehicle behavior could include:

- Saving lives and increasing safety by reducing the number of crashes. Today, 94 percent of crashes are caused primarily by human error.
- Increasing congestion. People may be willing to travel more if they don’t have to drive themselves, and vehicles may also make trips without any passengers.
- Decreasing congestion. These vehicles may be able to follow each other more closely than human drivers can safely do, and they may even be able to coordinate their movements to ease the flow of traffic.
- Increasing safety by reducing the number of traffic violations, if these vehicles are programmed to obey traffic laws.

Possible impacts to infrastructure could include:

- Allowing people to choose to live farther from city centers, if commuting is less onerous.
- Increasing the wear and tear on roads, if vehicles drive more miles.
- Decreasing the demand for parking. It may be cheaper for vehicles to drop their passengers off and drive home or circulate rather than pay for a parking spot.
- Reducing traditional revenue streams for local governments, which often depend on parking fees and traffic fines.
Charging Automated Vehicles for Road Use

Some automated vehicles may travel more miles on average in a year than conventional vehicles. They will potentially make traveling less stressful and will be able to make trips with no one in the vehicle, i.e., zero-occupancy trips. This means an automated vehicle could do more to deteriorate the roads and worsen congestion than a conventional vehicle does now. Experts also expect most automated vehicles to be electric, meaning they will not pay a gas tax.

One way to ensure automated vehicles pay their fair share for the wear and tear they inflict on the road would be charge them for each mile driven. In Oregon, this could be a requirement to enroll AVs in a road usage charging program, such as the OReGO program. Each automated vehicle would be charged a small fee based on the number of miles it drove (OReGO).

What are the policy implications of full automation?

Current licensing and liability laws may not be applicable to automated vehicles.

- Who must take out insurance for an automated vehicle?
- How will fault be determined in incidents involving an automated vehicle?
- For vehicles that can be operated by a human or operated in autonomous mode, will owners be required to have valid driver licenses?

Law enforcement procedures may need to be adapted.

- How will the police know whether a person or the automated driving system is in control of the vehicle?
- If an unoccupied automated vehicle was involved in a crash, how would the vehicle fulfill the requirements for a driver, including notifying emergency services and exchanging insurance information?

Road use and congestion management policies may need to be adjusted.

- How can we respond to increased congestion if people are willing to drive farther and more often?
- How can we manage road use by vehicles with no passengers?
- Should automated vehicles and conventional vehicles be allowed to operate in mixed traffic?

Land use and urban design policies may also need to change.

- If people are willing to live farther from city centers, how will we address sprawl or shifting demand for housing?
- If demand for parking declines, how will cities repurpose spaces now used for parking lots and parking garages?
USE CASE 3: ON-DEMAND FLEETS OF AUTOMATED VEHICLES

What is an automated on-demand fleet?

Today, on-demand fleets include taxi companies and ride-hailing services like Uber and Lyft. Automated vehicle technology has the potential to expand the reach of on-demand fleets, while also lowering the cost. Rather than owning a car of their own, many people are already finding it cheaper and more convenient to request an on-demand vehicle to take them from home to work, the store, or a transit center. This could increase with an even more efficient automated fleet. These fleets would rely on the same technology as personal automated vehicles, but would likely circulate while waiting for new passengers rather than parking or driving themselves home. Initially, companies will likely deploy fleets in city centers and then expand to more suburban and rural areas.

When will automated fleets be ready for deployment?

Pilot programs have already been established in several cities around the world, where passengers can ride in prototype automated vehicles as long as a testing driver and engineer are present and prepared to take over in an emergency. In November 2017, Waymo revealed that their back-up drivers would now sit in the back of the vehicle, rather than behind the wheel, and that drivers would soon be phased out entirely. In January 2018, GM announced plans to deploy a fleet of fully automated vehicles without steering wheels or pedals by 2019.

How will automated fleets change our transportation system?

These vehicles could impact other modes of transportation by:

- Reducing personal ownership of vehicles. It may be cheaper and more convenient to order a car as needed rather than owning your own car.
- Providing new transportation options to areas underserved by public transit, especially in suburban neighborhoods.
- Making public transit more accessible by providing convenient transportation to and from transit centers. For example, you could order a fleet vehicle to get to the train station.
- Competing with public transit. Automated private fleets are expected to be relatively inexpensive, offer the same privacy as a personally owned car, and not require traveling to or making transfers at public transit stations.

Renting Out Your Personal Car

Today, the average car is parked 95 percent of the time (Shoup, 2017). What if instead, your car could be out earning money whenever you’re not using it? Some experts believe that rather than taxi-like fleets of automated vehicles, people may choose to rent out their personal vehicles while they’re at work or otherwise occupied. In fact, there are already apps that allow you to do this with your conventional vehicle—but it would likely be easier and more efficient with an automated vehicle.
These vehicles could impact traffic by:

- Decreasing congestion, if passengers share rides. This may result in fewer vehicles on the road.
- Increasing congestion, especially if fleets replace or compete with transit. Automated fleets could also increase congestion if the fleet vehicles circulate or make trips without any passengers.

These vehicles could impact infrastructure by:

- Increasing the wear and tear on roads, if vehicles drive unoccupied while circulating for passengers.
- Decreasing the demand for parking spaces. If it is cheaper to drive than it is to park, vehicles may constantly circulate while waiting for passengers.

These vehicles could impact the workforce by:

- Eliminating some jobs, creating new jobs, and/or changing the kind of jobs available in transportation and related industries.
- Reducing the overall cost of transportation, giving people more discretionary spending and increasing demand for other goods and services.

What are the policy implications of automated fleets?

Road use and congestion management policies may need to be adjusted.

- How can we discourage fleet vehicles from circulating unoccupied while waiting for new passengers?
- How can we incentivize ride-sharing, especially in congested areas and during peak traffic times?
- How can cities reprioritize curb space to accommodate vehicles that frequently pull over to pick up or drop off passengers?

Public transit may need to adapt to the presence of on-demand fleets of automated vehicles.

- How can transit agencies partner with fleets to provide end-to-end transportation services?
- How could public transit respond to competition from fleet services?
Policymakers may also need to address workforce and equity concerns.

- How can we ensure that displaced workers find new jobs?
- How can we ensure that workers have the training and skills for the new kinds of jobs created?
- How can we ensure that fleet services are able to provide adequate transportation for people with disabilities?

---

**First- and Last-Mile Problem**

One reason people choose not to use public transit is that they struggle to get to and from transit stations. In other words, they struggle with the first and last mile of any trip.

Automated private fleets or even public shuttles have the potential to solve this problem by providing convenient, frequent, and relatively low-cost transportation to and from transit stations.
USE CASE 4: AUTOMATED REGIONAL PUBLIC TRANSIT

What is automated regional public transit?

Today, many people rely on regional public transit for their daily transportation, making use of light rail, subways, trams, buses, and shuttles. Automated vehicle technology has the potential to expand the reach of public transit and to make those services cheaper, more dependable, and more convenient. For example, it may allow buses to run more frequently, so you may not have to wait as long at the bus station. While transit employees will likely monitor the bus remotely and ride the bus with you as hosts, the automated driving system will control where you go and what stops you make. The bus may even be able to adjust its route to bring you closer to your destination.

When will automated regional transit vehicles be ready for deployment?

Some subways, light rail, and elevated rail systems have been equipped with automated technology for decades. For example, the SkyTrain in Vancouver, B.C., has been operating autonomously since 1985 by using signaling technology and electromagnetic propulsion. The SkyTrain and other automated rail systems are made possible because they operate on closed tracks, where humans and animals can’t cross in the path of the train. They also don’t intersect with other rail networks or other forms of traffic, and they tend to be restricted to metro regions. Cities, airports, and amusement parks continue to invest in such rail systems; in 2017, the Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transit began construction on a fully-automated, 20-mile elevated rail network.

Advances in technology may eventually allow buses, shuttles, and trams to operate autonomously even in downtowns. Some of the first automated buses and shuttles may require designated lanes and navigate by following magnets embedded in the roadway, but several companies have tested buses that navigate using a system of sensors similar to those found in automated car prototypes. Some of these buses can also recognize traffic lights, respond to obstacles in the roadway, brake, approach bus stops, and open and close their doors without any intervention by a human driver. In the long term, we could see automated buses and shuttles that can operate in mixed traffic, and even adjust routes mid-trip in response to passengers’ preferred pickup and drop-off points.
How could automated regional transit change our transportation system?

Possible changes to traffic patterns could include:

- Improving safety by reducing the number of crashes.
- Decreasing congestion, if expanded hours of operation and flexible routes increase ridership. Public transit tends to be the most efficient use of road space per person. Studies have shown that when public transit routes parallel heavy transit corridors, it relieves traffic.

Automated technology could improve public transit by:

- Reducing the cost of fares.
- Enabling more frequent service. This could make public transit a more viable transportation option for some passengers, increasing ridership.
- Expanding service areas.
- Coordinating or merging with automated vehicle fleets, providing door-to-door service.

Automated public transit could increase mobility for:

- People who cannot or chose not to drive, including seniors, children, people with suspended licenses, and some people with disabilities.
- Areas currently underserved by public transit, if automated technology reduces the cost of transit.

Automated public transit could impact the economy by:

- Eliminating some jobs, creating new jobs, and/or changing the kinds of jobs available in transportation and related industries.
- Reducing the cost of transportation, giving people more discretionary spending and increasing demand for other goods and services.

What are the policy implications of automated regional transit?

Road use and transportation infrastructure policies may need to be adjusted.

- How can public transit agencies partner with private fleets to provide comprehensive and convenient transportation service to customers?
- How can cities reprioritize curb space to accommodate public transit vehicles that have more flexible service routes?
- Should we create designated lanes for certain types of automated public transit vehicles?

Policymakers may also need to address workforce and equity concerns.

- How can we ensure that displaced workers find new jobs?
- How can we ensure that workers have the training and skills for the new kinds of jobs created?
- How can we ensure that new kinds of public transit are able to provide adequate transportation for people with disabilities?

Transportation as a Service

With the advent of automated vehicle technology, we could see convenient door-to-door transportation provided by a combination of public and private services. Some cities, such as Helsinki, have already created a single digital platform where passengers can not only check routes and see times, but also pay for different modes of transportation, public and private.
EARLY DEPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY: AUTOMATED LOW-SPEED PASSENGER SHUTTLES

What is an automated low-speed passenger shuttle?

Many people may encounter their first automated vehicle on a school campus or in a business park, where the vehicles can operate at low speeds and within a well-mapped fixed route on private property. Within these controlled environments, automated vehicles can act as passenger shuttles that carry eight to 15 people.

Many current models of automated shuttles come without steering wheels or pedals, are powered by electricity, and operate at speeds less than 25 mph. They include emergency stop buttons, and some early demonstration deployments have included an attendant who has a controller to guide the shuttle if needed. As automated vehicle technology improves, these vehicles could serve broader geographic areas within cities and operate on the same roadways as other vehicles, pedestrians, and cyclists.

Where have automated shuttles been tested?

Automated low-speed shuttles have been ferrying passengers in pilot projects and demonstrations across Europe and Asia for the past few years. More recently, automated shuttles have featured in demonstrations in the United States. For example, the University of Michigan has tested automated shuttles and plans to launch a pilot program operating automated shuttles on campus in the near future. Automated shuttles have also made test runs at a business park in San Ramon, Calif., and in downtown Las Vegas.

When will automated shuttles be available?

While there have been many promising tests and demonstrations, the technology still requires fine-tuning, particularly for shuttles that may have to operate in mixed traffic. In Oregon, an automated shuttle could be deployed on a closed campus within a few years.

What are the benefits of automated shuttles?

- Automated shuttles could make traveling across a campus or business park faster and more convenient. Current deployments operate on fixed routes, but as technology improves, these vehicles could provide on-demand services.
- In particular, automated shuttles could help improve the mobility of seniors or people with disabilities.
What are the obstacles to deployment of automated shuttles?

The technology for automated shuttles is still in development.

- Current models cannot read and respond to traffic signals.
- They can only operate in controlled, well-mapped environments.
- They have a limited ability to communicate with drivers, cyclists, and pedestrians around them.

Automated shuttles also face regulatory questions.

- It can be difficult to determine where a private campus ends and a public road begins. In some locations, automated shuttles may have to wait for legislation or special permission before beginning operation.
- What are the licensing and registration requirements for an automated shuttle with no human driver?
- Who is responsible for insuring the automated shuttle, and how will liability be determined in the event of a crash?
USE CASE 5: AUTOMATED INTERREGIONAL TRANSIT

What is automated interregional transit?

In the United States, there are few examples of medium- or long-distance public transit. However, some private transit companies, such as Amtrak trains, receive public funding and are integrated into the public transit system in many cities. Private companies like Greyhound Lines, Peter Pan Bus Lines, and Megabus also provide interregional bus services. Automated vehicle technology has the potential to make these services safer, cheaper, more frequent, and more reliable.

Initially, driver assistance technology could help improve the safety of buses and trains. As the technology advances, bus drivers may only need to control the vehicle in towns and cities, where driving decisions are more complex. When the bus is on the highway, it could operate in automated mode. Fully automated transit could even come to compete with airlines for medium-distance trips: Rather than flying to Seattle, it may be cheaper and more convenient to take an automated bus. Bus and rail designs may also change. For example, rather than sending one large bus along a route, transit providers may instead deploy a platoon of smaller buses that peel off to make drop-offs or pick-ups, reducing the number of stops each bus has to make.
When will automated interregional transit vehicles be ready?

Currently, there are no proposals to develop medium- or long-distance automated buses, in part because conventional bus services are not in high demand. When Americans have to travel more than 50 miles, they opt to use buses just 2 percent of the time, whereas personal vehicles account for more than 90 percent of long-distance travel. However, automated long-distance buses will likely be technologically feasible around the same time as automated cars.

Technical and financial challenges have also delayed the automation of long-distance rail systems, such as commuter trains or intercity rail networks. Automated trains face technical challenges because most long-distance rail systems have exposed tracks, leaving them accessible to people, animals, or falling debris. Because these trains operate at high speeds and take a long time to slow down, they need to identify obstacles well in advance. Automated rail installations or upgrades can also be prohibitively expensive, and automated technology can’t reduce operational costs for long-distance train systems as much it can for other forms of transportation. Nevertheless, France’s national railway operator plans to operate automated high-speed trains by 2023.

How could automated interregional transit change our transportation system?

Without further study, it’s impossible to say how automated vehicle technology will impact interregional transit. For example, if fewer people own their own cars in the future, more people may need to use interregional transit. However, on-demand fleets of automated cars could also make it more convenient for people to travel to and from airports, so people may choose to fly rather than use buses or trains. Automated vehicle technology could also impact traffic, cost of fares, and travel times, all of which factor into people’s decisions about whether to use interregional transit.

If the automated interregional rail and bus services are widely used, they could:

- Improve safety by reducing the number of crashes.
- Offer more frequent services.
- Spur travel between cities and facilitate longer commutes.
- Alleviate congestion. High-occupancy transit buses are a much more efficient use of road space than personal vehicles.

Automated public transit could impact the economy by:

- Eliminating some jobs, creating new jobs, and/or changing the kinds of jobs available in transportation and related industries.
- Reducing the cost of transportation, giving people more discretionary spending and increasing demand for other goods and services.

What are the policy implications of automated interregional transit?

Policymakers may need to consider how public roads and resources are allocated.

- Should we create designated lanes for automated interregional transit?
- What role should public agencies have in funding and operating interregional transit systems?

Policymakers may also need to address workforce and equity concerns.

- How can we ensure that displaced workers find new jobs?
- How can we ensure that workers have the training and skills for the new kinds of jobs created?
- How can we ensure that new kinds of public transit are able to provide adequate transportation for people with disabilities?
USE CASE 6: AUTOMATED LOCAL DELIVERY VEHICLES

What is an automated local delivery vehicle?

Mail services and restaurants have offered local delivery options for decades. In the past few years, online retail and delivery services like UberEATS have increased on-demand delivery options. Many grocery stores now allow customers to shop online and then convey groceries directly to their homes. Automated vehicles could make these services cheaper and more convenient, encouraging more stores to offer delivery options and encouraging more customers to take advantage of them.

Rather than driving to the hardware store and back, you could order a drill bit online and have an automated vehicle drop it off at your house in a matter of hours. Companies have developed different models for how this might work. An employee, a robot, or a drone might transport the drill bit from the vehicle to your front door, or you could receive an alert on your phone and go to the vehicle to retrieve the drill bit yourself.
When will automated local delivery vehicles be ready for deployment?

Automated delivery vehicles could become available around the same time that the first fully automated personal vehicles hit the market. A number of vehicle manufacturing, online retail, and food delivery companies have indicated interest in automated vehicles, and some have shared prototype examples in the past few years. For example, Domino’s recently teamed up with Ford to experiment with automated pizza delivery. However, this pilot program is limited in scope and designed to better understand how people might interact with automated delivery vehicles, not to enhance the technology.

How could automated local delivery vehicles change our transportation system?

Many experts anticipate that automated vehicle technology will reduce shipping costs. If these vehicles reduce the cost of delivery, they could:

• Allow customers to access more on-demand delivery services.
• Increase demand for online retail.

These vehicles could impact traffic patterns by:

• Decreasing congestion, if customers make fewer trips to stores.
• Increasing congestion, if stores use more delivery vehicles and those vehicles make more trips.

What are the policy implications of automated local delivery vehicles?

Road use and congestion management policies may need to be adjusted.

• How can we ensure that delivery vehicles don’t worsen congestion? Should automated delivery vehicles be priced higher or restricted during peak traffic?
• These vehicles will need to make frequent stops. How will pick-up and drop-off zones need to change to mitigate the impact on traffic?

Land use and urban design policies may also need to change.

• More people may move to suburbs and rural areas as it becomes more convenient to live farther from city centers. How might land use laws change to accommodate changing demand for housing?
• In the short term, how might parking requirements in urban areas change to allow for loading of automated delivery vehicles?
• In the long term, stores may become more specialized or offer different types of services. How could urban design requirements adapt to the changing retail environment?

Policymakers may also need to address workforce concerns.

• Automated delivery services could change the kind of jobs available in delivery and retail services. How can we ensure that displaced workers find new jobs?
• How can we ensure that workers have the training and skills for the new kinds of jobs created?
USE CASE 7: AUTOMATED MEDIUM- AND LONG-HAUL FREIGHT TRUCKS

What is an automated freight truck?

Many companies are interested in developing automated technology for large commercial trucks, from medium-duty vehicles at as little as 10,000 pounds to heavy duty vehicles weighing 80,000 pounds or more. Every year, large commercial trucks move about $700 billion worth of goods, or roughly 70 percent of all freight in the United States. Many other industries depend on trucking services to ship products and raw materials, making trucking essential to the U.S. economy. However, truck driving can also be dangerous; the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) reports that in 2015, large trucks were involved in 6.6 percent of collisions overall and in 11 percent of fatal collisions.

Over the next 10 years, automated technology could make trucking safer and more efficient, either by assisting human drivers who continue to operate trucks, or by taking over driving responsibilities for part or all of each trip. In more advanced models further in the future, a truck driver might be able to rest while the truck is in automated mode. This could make truck driving more efficient and safer by reducing the number of crashes caused by driver fatigue or human error.
**When will automated freight trucks be deployed?**

Several companies are testing trucks equipped with driver assistance technology, including automatic braking, lane-keeping assistance, and platooning technology. Platooning technology allows two or more trucks to closely follow each other and coordinate speed, acceleration, and braking. These trucks would not be able to operate autonomously, and would always be under the supervision of a human operator, but platooning technology helps save fuel, lower emissions, and improve safety.

Some companies also aim to develop trucks that are capable of driving without human supervision, at least on highways. For example, two companies, Otto and Embark, have made successful deliveries using trucks with conditional automation. In both cases, the truck was able to drive itself on the highway but required a human driver to take control in towns and cities, where the driving environment is more complex.

However, widespread deployment of fully automated trucks will likely take longer than deployment of personal automated vehicles. Industry experts do not expect to see fully automated trucks for at least 10 years. Even in the most advanced of today’s automated trucks, human drivers are still needed to maintain equipment, manage routes, handle cargo, and take over driving once the truck leaves the highway.

**How could automated freight trucks change our transportation system?**

Automated trucks could possibly impact traffic patterns and road use by:

- Improving safety through driver assistance technology.
- Posing safety challenges, if long platoons of trucks block traffic entering and exiting freeways.

Automated trucks could impact the trucking industry by:

- Increasing the productivity and efficiency of truck drivers by allowing them to rest when the automated system is in control of the vehicle.
- Increasing the retention of qualified drivers, if automated technology improves safety and reduces the stress of driving.
- Reducing the cost of shipping and potentially increasing the demand.

In the long term, automated trucks could possibly impact the economy by:

- Eliminating some jobs, creating new jobs, and/or changing the kinds of jobs available in trucking and related industries.
- Reducing the overall cost of shipped goods, giving people more discretionary spending and increasing demand for other goods and services.

**What are the policy implications of automated freight trucks?**

Infrastructure investments may need to be considered.

- What infrastructure investments, such as smart traffic lights or redesigned on- and off-ramps, may be needed to facilitate the deployment of automated commercial trucks?
- Who should bear responsibility for installing and maintaining this equipment?
- Should transportation system operators consider new bridge weight restrictions, if heavy platoons of freight vehicles traveling close together impose much greater loads on bridges?

Insurance requirements and liability laws may need to be changed.

- How will fault be determined in incidents involving a large commercial truck in automated mode? Or switching between modes?
- Who will need to insure the trucks, the manufacturer or the trucking company?

Policymakers may also need to address workforce concerns.

- How can we provide opportunities for displaced workers?
- How can we ensure that workers have the training and skills for the new kinds of jobs created?
USE CASE 8: AUTOMATED HEAVY EQUIPMENT VEHICLES

What are automated heavy equipment vehicles?

Heavy equipment vehicles are used in construction, maintenance, mining, agriculture, and port operations. They range from farm tractors to street sweepers to cranes. Companies are looking to enhance many of these vehicles with automated technology, both to increase productivity and to improve the safety of human workers.

Automated heavy equipment vehicles face different technical challenges than automated cars or buses. Many heavy equipment vehicles never have to operate in mixed traffic, so they don’t need to achieve high speeds, read traffic signals, or respond to the unpredictable behavior of human drivers. However, they often operate near human workers, which presents its own set of safety considerations. They also require robotic technology that allows them to manipulate their environment, for example by excavating holes or lifting crates.

When will automated heavy equipment vehicles be deployed?

You may have already seen automated vehicles being used in mines, on farms, or at construction sites. Automated haulage system trucks began assisting with mining operations in Australia and Sweden in 2016. As part of a 2017 pilot project in the San Francisco area, an autonomous track loader participated in an excavation job by cutting, transporting, and dumping dirt. Some companies are also in the process of developing construction and maintenance vehicles designed for use on public roads. (See the Early Deployment Opportunities: Automated Truck Mounted Attenuator.)
How will automated heavy equipment vehicles impact our transportation system?

While most of these vehicles are not primarily designed for road use, many may also occasionally be operated on public roads. For example, farmers sometimes drive tractors on public roads to transport them between fields. Cranes are occasionally driven in mixed traffic to travel to and from downtown construction sites. When these off-road vehicles are automated, they will still have occasional on-road applications.

What are the policy implications of automated heavy equipment vehicles?

Policymakers will need to keep automated heavy equipment vehicles in mind when crafting laws for other vehicles that use public roads. A law designed with an automated car or bus in mind could have unintended consequences or automated tractors or cranes.

- If an automated heavy equipment vehicle might occasionally be used on public roads, should they have to meet all the same requirements for operation of automated cars? Should an automated tractor have to have a person behind the wheel while operating on public roads?

Should we regulate how these vehicles interact with humans on job sites?

- Should these vehicles be allowed to operate in the same space as human workers?
- How should companies train their workers to interact with automated heavy equipment vehicles?

Policymakers may also need to address workforce concerns.

- How can we ensure that displaced workers find new jobs?
- How can we ensure that workers have the training and skills for the new kinds of jobs created?
What is an automated truck mounted attenuator?

One example of an automated maintenance vehicle intended for use on public roads is the automated truck mounted attenuator. Truck mounted attenuators (TMAs) are designed to provide a rolling crash barrier between work zones and any vehicle that fails to slow down or change lanes. TMAs save lives and prevent injuries for both motorists and maintenance workers, but they put the TMA driver at risk of injury when the attenuator is hit. Automating these TMAs removes the driver from a hazardous position while still protecting the roadway workers and the traveling public.

ATMAs follow a lead vehicle, such as a striping or mowing vehicle. The lead vehicle wirelessly transmits high-accuracy data on its position, speed, and heading. The ATMA receives this transmission and copies the lead vehicle’s movements using steering, throttle, and brake actuators.
Where have automated truck mounted attenuators been tested?

Automated TMAs (ATMAs) have been tested and are already in use in a couple of states. The Florida Department of Transportation tested an ATMA in 2015. In August 2017, the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) became the first transportation department in the United States to purchase and demonstrate an ATMA. A CDOT road striping crew first used the ATMA near Fort Collins.

When will automated truck mounted attenuators be available?

This technology is currently used in a handful of states, but only in a limited capacity as part of pilot programs. For example, Colorado uses its ATMA in rural areas away from heavy or mixed traffic. Oregon could conduct a pilot program for ATMAs in the near future.

What are the benefits of automated truck mounted attenuators?

- ATMAs could save lives and prevent injuries by removing TMA drivers from this hazardous position.
- ATMAs present an ideal early deployment opportunity because they are typically used in low speed operations.
- This technology can be used to retrofit existing TMAs.

What are the obstacles to deployment of automated truck mounted attenuators?

The technology used for ATMAs has not yet been proven or certified.

- The manufacturers have not certified that the ATMA meets vehicle safety standards.
- The following vehicle copies the movements of the lead vehicle exactly; if the lead vehicle encounters an obstacle and has to change lanes, the ATMA won’t change lanes until it also encounters the obstacle. This leaves the lead vehicle without protection until the ATMA also changes lanes.
- The sensor systems of current versions of ATMAs still have “blind spots” that will need to be eliminated to ensure they can operate safely in mixed traffic, particularly in cases where they need to change lanes or make other maneuvers to avoid obstacles.
- The lead and following vehicles sometimes lose communication when passing under overpasses or through tunnels.
- The technology is still in the late stages of development and is not commercially available. For example, when CDOT conducted performance verification tests, they identified changes that the manufacturers needed to make to the programming code.
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Use Case 8: Automated Heavy Equipment Vehicles